




If we can’t properly fund the 
overburdened trash 







Tons of waste is generated yearly by India
The total waste generation is estimated 165 
million tonnes by 2030. 
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50.8 million
Tons of waste is left untreated
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11.5 million





UN Sustainable Goal #11
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Initial Target Audience
High density populations in India who don’t have the 
proper infrastructure to handle large amounts of trash
◆ Adults: 30-55 years old
◆ Environmentally conservative






Many communities in India do not have the proper 
facilities to efficiently dispose of trash
◆ Extremely expensive
◆ Requires too much land
Improper handling of the excess trash can lead to 









A hand-operated trash compactor 
that utilizes a gear reduction ratio 





























population that struggles 
with space due to trash
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◆ Viability Experts 
◆ Industrialists
Awareness/Education
◆ Marketing Costs 
◆ Graphic Designers
◆ Public Relations 
◆ Customer Support 










































“It’s time to create a high quality, affordable trash 
compactor . We strive to decrease uncollected trash, 
eliminate pollution and make the world more 
comfortable for everyone.”
Thanks!
Any questions?
imsaprojectcompress@gmail.com
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